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Typhoon Rainfall in the Recent Decade:



















1 2009 Morakot 45 8996
2 2001 Nari 75 8108
3 2008 Sinlaku 48 8105
4 2005 Haitang 32 5589
5 1996 Herb 16 4836
6 1989 Sarah 38 4655
7 1960 Shirley 24 4637
8 2007 Krosa 23 3936
9 2004 Mindulle 41 3856
10 2008 Jangmi 25 3800
11 2008 Kalmaegi 23 3763
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Geographical distribution of trends of extreme 
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N 1960 2132 1458
C 1305 1558 1467

























Figure 6. a) Time series of rainfall intensity from 1960 to 2011 for the pre-landing (PR, blue), overland (OL, black) and exit (EX, red) phases for 
weak and medium intensity (Category 1-3) typhoons. Grey vertical columns indicate years with no typhoons of the three leading track types. The 
table inside the panel lists the averaged yearly rainfall intensities of the three phases during the first half (1960-1985, left column) and second 
half (1986-2011, right column) of the 52 year period. The two sub-periods are indicated by double end arrows above the panel. b) Same as a) 









































































































































































1958 1963 1968 1973 1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 2003 2008
年
份
個
數
西北太平洋減少
3422
侵台颱風增加
25
(李清藤、賈新興，
交通部中央氣象局)
Total frequency +

